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Some like it hot – sperms don’t!

We spend approximately half of the day at work, mostly in a sitting position. What many people
don’t know is that sitting on ordinary office chairs can lastingly harm male potency and the
quality of the semen. ‘Mister Sitwell’, the first office swivel chair exclusively for men, men
differs in a series of effective details from ordinary office swivel chairs.

Portland, OR (PRWEB) June 11, 2006 -- The office chair for real men who enjoy masculine life.

We spend approximately half of the day at work, and the tendency is always rising. And most of the time we
spend exclusively in a sitting position. Yes,we are a ‘sitting society’. Nevertheless we are sitting on office
chairs that are not adjusted in the right way to this extreme constant load. And the anatomical differences of
men and women that require different adjustments of office chairs are not taken into account at all. So it’s no
wonder that more than 75 % of all working persons suffer from backache. Backache is the main cause for
working hours lost that are due to illnesses. But what many people don’t know is that sitting on ordinary office
chairs can also lastingly harm male potency and the quality of the semen. And it is scientifically proved that the
sperm quality has dramatically diminished over the last years.

The reasons for that are well known to doctors. On the one hand this is due to the lacking circulation of the
blood and on the other hand to the overheating of the testicles. If the optimum temperature of the testicles is
continually exceeded for only more than two degrees Celsius, then the damage is about to start. And that can
already happen if you are sitting on an ordinary office chair for too long…
For years, Gernot Steifensand, son of the well-known pioneer of the wellnes swivel chair, F.M. Steifensand,
has been very preoccupied with the problems of sitting in an office. Observations from real life as well as a
series of medical insights resulted in the development of a new generation of swivel office chairs which offer a
healthy and comfortable sitting experience. These chairs also respect the different sitting needs of men and
women.

With the presentation of ‘Lady Sitwell’ at the Orgatec 2002, Gernot Steifensand introduced the first swivel
office chair for women that caused a global sensation. At the Orgatec 2004 ‘Mister Sitwell’, the first office
swivel chair exclusively for men, will be introduced. This new office chair for men differs in a series of simple
but effective details from ordinary office swivel chairs. The testicle-friendly seat is slightly shortened and has a
hollow that proceeds from the back rest to the front part. Because of this hollow the testicles are well aired and
remain nice and cool. A cleverly designed upholstery increases the cooling effect. The back rest with lordosis
support is flexible with adjustable height and its shape takes into account the fact that the back of a man is more
muscular than the one of a woman. In this way you can prevent pain in your back and slipped discs. And last,
but not least, these office chairs are furnished with a system for dynamic sitting which constantly keeps the
muscles and the spinal column in slight micro-motion and which perfectly supplies the testicles with blood and
oxygen. This hip-move-effect strengthens potency and fertility. For further information about this new office
chair for men please contact

SITWELL Steifensand
Sperbersloher Straße 118
D-90530 Wendelstein
Phone: 0049/9129/7668
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Contact Information
TorstenK&uuml;ster
J&auml;GER MANAGEMENT
4908154711

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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